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the still living judges and evil scientists unveil their plans to manipulate the god of destruction, by
reviving his body, which was destroyed by the magic council. it was revealed that they had been
secretly trying to revive the universe's most powerful being. however, they eventually abandoned
the project. the still living judges and evil scientists then revealed their plans to use purge's power to
destroy the universe. but suddenly, the magic council is revived and the heaven's gate is built. with
the sacrifice of many world's people, judge dredd and his family were slaughtered by purge. as the
judges meet purge for the first time, dredd manages to stab him with his sword, blowing a huge hole
in purge's chest. after dredd's death, purge explodes, causing a massive change to the heaven's
gate's structure. in the aftermath, judge dredd's clone and his family are created, because of the
genetic material in dredd's body. dredd heads to the magic council to destroy them, but fails to do
so. the chief judge then orders the magistrates to hunt down and destroy his family, who are
eventually located on earth, where they are captured. after the second purge, the surviving
members of the magic council went to trial for their wrongdoings, and to this day, dredd never
forgave them. the battle comes to a halt as the inverse spirits arrive and reveal their plans. four
judges are then revived to form the new council of inverse spirits. the council is led by the new
empress, who was previously known as girl jessica. disgusted by seeing the destruction of ooo, she
vows to destroy it. unknown to him, the inverse spirits need actual living beings to function, and as
he takes emma and her remaining body's life force, the inverse spirits shut down. they then begin to
regroup and discuss their next move. however, finn and jake intervene, using the unicorn horn to use
the mutated monsters' collective powers to create a barrier around the whole treehouse and the
monster candy kingdom army. it is in this moment that finn begins to become a true hero. the
monsters and finn use the horn and their powers to create a temporary solution to their problems.
finn, jake and ice king go and visit the queen of ooo, becky, and allow becky to become an inverse
spirit.
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eleven is an ancient japanese deity who became one of the six constellations of the crescent moon,
and was sealed away by the diabolical dragon king to hide from him. when the elder dragon king, in

search of a new body for his dark servants, confronted the dragon kings of the constellations, he
confronted the diabolical dragon king, who had eleven summoned from the void. eleven and the

other dragon kings convinced the elder dragon king that the elder dragon king was the true ruler of
the universe. they attacked and tried to defeat him, but the elder dragon king called upon the seven
dragon kings to save him. in an effort to force the elder dragon king to break out of his seal, eleven
ordered the diabolical dragon king to kill his constellation. the diabolical dragon king agreed, and
attacked the elder dragon king in an attempt to escape. eleven's son, fukusuke, fled into the void

and thus, the seal held. as compensation for the elder dragon king's kindness, eleven then founded
the suikoden religion. sinful humans rebelled and broke out of prison, where they promptly looted

god's stores of magic. when a new wave of rebellions threatened to break out, god sought to rely on
the assistance of his two offspring. satan was eager to help, but in exchange for liberation, he

demanded earth, which was surrounded by the magical barrier provided by gods' own creations to
stop any further breaches. god refused, until satan agreed to stop his conquest, hand over his newly
made prisoners, and empty hell of all demons. the three worked together to make a massive replica
of earth in order to hold up to the demonic onslaught. as the gate leading to hell was closed, satan

was imprisoned once more while god initiated the second plan on earth. god's new creation was
almost completed, until sin entered hell and trapped lucifer under sisyphus's wheel of damnation.
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